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Curriculum updating is a continuous process and accordingly

Jammu and Kashmir State Board of School Education has been

making every effort to update the school curriculum. As a part of this drive,

revision and review of the textbook of English meant for I
s t

Primary has been taken up in order to bring the contents of the textbook

close to child's life both at home and at school and also workout the changes

in the contents of the textbook in the light of the guidelines provided by the

National Curriculum Framework-2005. The whole series of English

textbooks from Ist Primary to Class X has been titled as WhileTulip Series.

deciding the contents of English textbook ( ), an attemptTulip Series Book - I

has been made to rely on child's experiences, the world known to learners and

then explore the possibilities of taking them to new heights. Different themes

have been presented in a playful way and lots of pictures have been used to

sustain the interest of children. A humble endeavour has also been made to

lessen the burden of learners so far as contents are concerned. However,

teachers have choice to supplement the contents by developing the low

cost/no cost material as per the specification of the locale of the learners and the

material available with them. This contextualization will definitely make

learning and teaching more interactive and thereby more effective.

Developing a textbook, particularly for lower primary class, has not been

easy and is not a one time job. The broader framework surfaces once the textbook

goes into the hands of the students. Whatever new concepts both in terms of

concepts and pedagogy emerge in the actual classroom transaction, it is hoped

that teachers will share that with us. Any suggestion/ recommendation for the

improvement of the textbook will be given due weightage and will be highly

appreciated since BOSE is open to suggestions particularly from the stakeholders.

I highly appreciate the efforts of the Academic Division of Jammu and

Kashmir State Board of School Education in developing this textbook. I place on

record my thanks to Dr. Sheikh Bashir Ahmad, Secretary, BOSE, Mr. M. D. Zargar

(Dy, Director, Academics), Ms. Naila Neelofar (Academic Officer, English) for their

efforts in developing this textbook.





The textbook of English for First Primary, wasTulip Series Book - I

developed after due consultations and deliberations with the experts whose

expertise helped in the making of the present textbook to see the light of the

day. I place on record my thanks to them for taking pains to give valuable

suggestions to make this textbook more interesting and playful. I am also

highly grateful to the Computer Operators, Mr. Javed Ahmad and Mr. Rafiq

Ahmed, for composing the textbook.

The following resource personnel were consulted and involved in

deciding the contents of the textbook:

1. Mr. Jan Mudasir Gul, Lecturer, GBHSS, Pampore.

2. Ms. Radifa Nazir, Teacher, Delhi Public School, Sgr.

3. Ms.AsmatAra, Teacher, Govt. Middle School, Chattabal.

4. Ms. Hina Qadri, Teacher, Delhi Public School, Sgr.

5. Mr.AbidAli, Lecturer, Hr. Secondary School, Ganderbal.

6. Ms. Urfana, Teacher, DIET, Sgr.

7. Ms.Aatifa, Lecturer, Hr. Sec. School, Beerwah.

8. Mr. M. D. Zargar, Dy. Director (Academics), K/D.

9. Mr. R. K. Mani, Dy. Director (Academics), J/D.

10. Mr. IrshadAhmed, SeniorAcademic Officer, Life Science.

11. Ms. Naila Nelofar, Academic Officer, English.

12. Mr. NaseerAhmad, SeniorAssistant, CDRW.

Sd/-

(Dr. Sheikh Bashir Ahmad)

Secretary, BOSE
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What o’ clock is it when both
the hands of a clock are straight?



GRANDMOTHER

GRANDFATHER



F





















Use teaching aids in the classroom such as visuals and cue cards.

Tell the children to think about trees and flowers. Ask them to write and draw
their favourite flower, fruit and tree.

MATERIAL REQUIRED
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brush

brush         bath          comb           polish       wash

.

,





picnic            queue            board            junk            dirty            litter

dustbin            smart            clean

USE
ME

PLEASE
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Take the help of teaching aids to develop communicative skills.

e.g.

Emphasise

MATERIAL REQRIRED

children

using



An apple a
day

keeps the doctor away.

If I were an Apple
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Put a tick (   ) if it is true. Put a cross (   ) if it is untrue (false).

True Untrue/
false





seed                         behind                       later                           watered

grow                        eat





Rahim



Introduce











fair
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The shift from mother tongue to English language should seem a friendly transformation to

children. Make them recite words/lines.



MATERIAL REQUIRED

Any colour paper,
strings and straws / twigs.

Write simple sentences on the blackboard.



















playing

children








